"Fever Dreams for the Now! Age"
by Amy Freeman
If u gave a million monke a million typewriters they'd probly write dis
:^)
(All my books are Chaos Magic divinations)
The things posted here are works of fiction only an idiot would take
anything posted here as fact etc. etc. etc. the 4chan disclaimer message
but in my book
Everything I write is tongue-in-cheek it can't ALL be Marvel fan-fiction,
sorry bud :)))))
Amy Freeman Against The World (Warning: Serial Experiments Lain Spoilers)
You like reading walls of text... don't you Squidward?
Hello, Based Department?? We got a live one...
"a_menace_to_soydevs_everywhere"
Scots-Irish all the way back with a cold one in my hand
I used to be Mr. society pages Mr. culture now I'm the Christ-tard
writing angry letters to editor that never get published
Sad cat ladies drinking cheap wine and making spreadsheets all day VERSUS
sad manchildren playing vidya in their 30's/40's and LARPing as
philosophers.
All I know is all I know is all I know is...
U don't gotta hit a home-run every time, just try to get on base
Rainy daze and sleepless nights down by the Technicolor river
"Houston Blues"
Hittin' on women on the Interpals
All lives shatter and this shit (Life) don't matter
I didn't pay my taxes so now I transcend Death
No /u/sadchungus you cannot kill yourself by doubling your Zoloft dosage
All preachers have an eye for the throne and my eyes turn to the
neighborhood liquor store
"Alien Delights Fly 2 Da Light"
Deepfakes are the weapons of the new war
Agony of the psychological torture whore
Saturn cult reading the hidden codes
All their pretty little lies come tumbling down
Bend over, shut up and take it (the IRS handbook for new employees)
C'mon 'N get me ya Deep State faggots I ain't scared
Their Black Cubes have no power once you realize the souls of White
European peoples are meant to be ETERNAL
"Abhorrent Fetish White Disgust"
Hitting the right sequence of buttons on Mario Party 2 to invoke Heqet
and leave Tel Aviv a smouldering heap
Cryptocurrency is meaningless/we're due for a solar flare right...
about... NOW

Disable your adblocker and hypnotize yourself with memetics
Programmer sock mass hysteria in TRUMP'S AMERICA
illiterate Bronze Age peasants caked in dry cow shit were smarter than
any college graduate today

my grandfather was a prisoner at auschwitz and while he was lighting a
cigar the guards replaced it with a stick of dynamite at the last second
when he wasn't looking,
he didn't notice it before it was too late and it exploded right in his
face.
"Free Rent Dilation Best Practice"
Luv me Drum 'N Bass, luv me N64, luv James Bond, simple as.
Millenials watching Spongebob Squarepants at the age of 37
Y2K V2K 5G DOOMSDAY
" Soyence! " is political/" Soyence! " is gay
Let sleeping dogs lay
Washing White tears away
Captain's Log, August 1643 - The locals have mistaken me for a cuckold,
and appear to have taken me in as one of their own
"War on Mars"
Oholibah's gleanings 'N table scraps keep a nigga well-fed
Oholah givin' me tha bedroom eyez all day everyday
IMDB TOP REVIEW "Brevity, meet Wit" (shoot Quentin Tarantino in the head)
I just found out what Non-fungible tokens are (rocks, meet local power
substation)
Tell the judge your Thorazine ran out until he lets you have the crayons
again
Medusa's eyesight is always 20/20 (OnlyFans new marketing tagline)
This is 100 % "unironic" go out and do something retard
"Keyed"
Dunning-Kruger autist goin' 'round tellin' everybody "Its not illegal to
think... yet..." and handing them copies of George Orwell books
That FreeBSD distro don't hide them Gucci loafers boy... (me the trv kvlt
TailsOS)
#FreeThinkerGangRiseUp #16HoursOnTwitterUntilMagicallyTurnBlack
#DisneyCorporatePR
(captain marvel plotline spoiler) (((They))) implementing social credit
out here, only the LOCKED survive (captain marvel plotline spoiler)
The brain releases DMT when you are experiencing death; you faggots are
gonna release spike proteins and soymilk!!!
Keep ya friends close and yer enemas closer
"Locked"
Whoa!!! They got MegaMan Cartoons!!!! ^_^
Bearded_man_holding_a_Cookie_Crisps_box.jpeg

I listen to SoundCloud rap, I buy the Satan Nikes, I have accounts on 35
different "social" websites
DRUMPF'S CAGES ICE DETAINING IMMIGRANT CHILDREN IS LIKE THAT TIME MR.
KRABS BILLED SQUIDWARD 4 BREATHING
*makes a Game of Thrones reference @ u*
This entire society is set up to fuck over and mentally castrate men
NOT EATIN' BUGS
NOT LIVIN' IN THE CAGE
NOT GETTIN' JABBED
NOT VOTIN' DEMOCRAT
DON'T LIKE IT CRY TO FAUCI (your God) ABOUT IT
"dreams: the original search engine"
Ray Blanchard was right about everything
Cuckqueens aren't real, take your meds
Life is constant metamorphosis
Put the training wheels on, spoonfeed the newfags
I'm being watched by the Feds but IDGAF N E M O R
Void of my own making - Creature comforts in the tomb
Watch comfy NEETy weave his cocoon ^_^
everything is genetically determined from birth
effort and self-improvement is literally nothing but a cope for
undesirables who can't accept their subhumanity
"M.y.H.e.A.r.T.f.E.l.T.t.H.o.U.g.H.t.S.t.H.i.S.i.S.n.O.t.A.p.O.e.M"
Need others other people to affirm my existence my name is foreign to me
I don't recognize the person in the mirror
I don't exist alone all I do is pace stare smoke think I'm nothing nobody
I will struggle in poverty in the same sins forever and ever nothing is
real anymore
I'm living in a dream a dreamworld fantasy the dream of an ancient deity.
My own head I don't even know myself or who I am anymore
I don't exist in the same world as other people I am a ghost a phantom
spirit only God can save me now
people my age are advancing in careers starting families buying houses
and I'm in the same place I was 10 Hell even 15 years ago.
Everything I try is futile a failure I'm a big sad clown full of anger
and despair and regret I hate myself I wish I could sleep forever
feel like I'm in a coma feel like i'm stuck in a loop I will wake up one
day and my real life will start...
Memory is shit I pace ruminate chainsmoke obsess it's not getting any
better my memory is fading I don't understand myself I lose even myself
sometimes
i'm misunderstood and heart-broken and hopeless i'm weak-willed pleasure
junky i'm a weirdo and a freak
I am a pathetic failure
*snooty englishman voice* noooo don't re-distribute daddy's wealth, take
it from the peons!!! daddy?? can i have more money?
J. Crew is having a sale on men's patterned fleece! daddy nooooo!! the
peons daddy the peons!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"1 4 da road"
i am a cold robotic machine i have evolved beyond human i am a soulless
monster there is nothing in these eyes just black holes
i have internalized the Void i am Abaddon
i am a fucking monster i see myself in the mirror's reflection but i
don't know who is staring back hyperreality and the simulacrum
i don't conceptualize the image because there is nothing concrete nothing
physical all flash no substance i am shapeless goo
i am malleable clay there is nothing more there is no i just an
abstraction of a person an idea of someone a concept of what i could be
genderless sexless fluid i'm a nobody hyper real i only exist online and
in the screen i'm a name on the screen
i'm a manilla folder that you forget about i'm 22 notebooks and some
drawings there is no such thing as Amy Freeman or any other stage name i
use
just an empty husk of a human and failed potential dying slow in a smoky
dark room praying laughing crying weeping longing 4 more
"Gnosis 'N tha cell towerz"
Sociopath with a razorblade tongue (that's me in the spotlight)
Jay Leno 6/28/99 There's a town in Singapore called "Thong Hoe" there's
one in India called "Dum Dum"
Lexicon lunatic giving your kids nightmares about SkyNet-type monsters
DuckDuckGo MKSEARCH, your special, yer different, ur YOUnique :^)
We are entering into a bio-medical Fascist state with government-owned
cryptocurrency taking the place of the soon-to-be outlawed US Dollar,
concentration camps for resistors, and government-enforced outlawing of
automobiles, meat, property ownership, and so on and so forth down the
line.
I hope my poems can make you laugh or otherwise give you some ease and
comfort. The vaccine is the Mark of the Beast, save yourself; don't go to
Hell.
"Eat Yer Flutie Flakes"
High school football game in a part of the world that values that
YOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU SOULJA BOY UP N DIS HO starts up over the PA
system
Then you hear me yelling at the cheerleaders
READY GIRLS OKAY
and they go
Everyones a Fed but me, grey car, blue car, black SUV, targeted
harassment, it happened to me
We lost 66 to 6
The hotdogs and cheese pizza were good tho
Don't go to the Denver International Airport tomorrow
"7#3d00d@b!d35"
I partied harder than Johnny Manziel could ever dream of
Now I talk/type peoples ears off ;-)

Fiz tudo o que sempre quis e agora me instalo, faco as pazes com Deus e
me preparo para a dificil jornada a frente
Bull worship slaughtering the Phoenix
We must continue to slam the keyboard like monkeys until we evolve
When a poor man tries to rise up, rise above his station in life, the
world'll shit on you over and over and over until you accept defeat
The 40-hour work week is a modern tradegy
You want freedom? Give up. Get on bux be NEET and relax
"NEET Protest Music"
Seinfeld re-runs and McCormick's vodka
Half a packa Reds a day
Couch potato with a Big Gulp and a Law & Order marathon
Misanthrope goin' 4 his forklift liscense
Empty husk of a pessimist goin' 4 security guard training
The Hell with ape social dynamics
The Internet hasn't been spared either
Urban life leads to 24/7 never-ending existential crisis
But that's all good with me
Lose attachment to form and be content with whatcha got
This life will pass/this too shall pass
"Man invented language to satisfy his deep need to complain."
- Lily Tomlin

"ThIs Is NiCe ScHiZoPoSt"
Bitterness consumes my tongue but I bite it off and scowl at you instead
Hatred of my fellow Man has completely fucking devoured me
No woman would ever want me but I can't even put up with my bullshit
I sleep away my days I take benzodiazipines I drink to excess constantly
Linus Torvalds was a fucking faggot just play Solitaire and chainsmoke
Politicians say what corporations say media says what corporations +
politicians say then people just repeat what everyone else says 'cuz
original thought is hard :(
Cheap gossip rags National Enquirer live my life like an old mountain
woman
Steely Dan "Deacon Blues" and Statler Brothers "Flowers on the Wall" said
everything I have to say about life
"Picturesque view of a mountain lake"
Titanium heart copper lungs bronze ass (welding the 2000's-century altar
goddess)
Let's all go back to killing each other with sticks and rocks anything if
it'll stop the goddamn bulldozers
Majority of "far Right" anti-gov't types wouldn't hesitate to act as
auxillary to the police, the military, or even work as C.I.'s if they
were asked to
Be cool like me, believe in nothing and have the Devil's tongue
We need Universal Basic Income if they gonna force us all to have
Internet access just to get by in the world today

Turn my apartment into a Goon Cave and shoot the first person who forces
entry
Tennesseeeeeeeeee riverrrrrr and a mountainnnnn mannn we get
togetherrrrrrr America is cursed Indian land
"2.7/10 Worst New Music (haha yer bein' ironic right? R-right? *gulp*)"
None of you wannabe country boys know good music, go listen to mumble rap
and pop rap in your jacked up truck
See my point about far right, auxillary to police, etc. above
Good country music and good rap music got more in common than not you
fucking retards
*thumbs my nose up at you*
*creates a pitchfork alternative entirely in my head and never takes
steps to create it because hates humankind too much*

Q. How many Vietnam vets does it take to screw in a light bulb?
A. You don't know, man. You don't KNOW. Cause you weren't THERE.
"Unholy Bull Shit"
Catboy avatar - Identity through symbols - Corporate interests - Quell
the flames - No rebellion, no life - Passive consumer/Media whore
I like myself better when I'm drunk - Drowning in sadness - Metamorphosis
in the mirror - Suburban sprawl and Suicide - I am not my choices/I am a
wild beast
Take your pills, you think too much - Nothing to see here... Goyim trash
- Zionist shrine - Temple of the psychopaths - Saturn's Robotic Laughter
- Smash the Cube
Hail CIA - Sacred Pentagon/Sacred Pentagram - The codes, the damn
messages are everywhere - Went 'N got the vaccine for Coronavirus, went
deaf, dumb, and blind
Systems of neutralization - Sissify the awakened male - Those with eyes
to see... - God of filth - Sex N' Chaos Magick - Demoralization PsyOps
Mouse high on LSD-25 - Hamster wheel urban planning - Keep MechaChrist in
Christmas - Cryogenic Soros - Embryonic Rothschild - Third Eye Glued Shut
With 3M Products
She's leakin' brain fluid again... - Baphomet's shapeshifting transexual
demon army - Servant of the Cube - Wyrm in my Golden Apple - Softslave
control freak
"someone else's rant i agree with 100 % and i've not had a social media
account in almost a decade"
I swear to God if I hear the word "problematic" one more time I'm gonna
kill someone
I'm so sick of these self-flagellating, virtue-signalling, effete
Brooklyn dilettantes acting like they give a fuck about worker's rights
and class consciousness.
No you fuckin' dont. You can't sit in your loft in Bed-Stuy paid for
entirely by your parents and tell me that you give a shit about a plumber
in Indiana

making 35K a year while simultaneously "cancelling" him for saying
'retarded' or 'faggot' FUCK YOU!!!!! Who the fuck do you think you are???
(Marx obviously)
sorry that the working class doesn't give a fuck about the nuances of
gender politics.
You're literally the reason Trump won, but keep maintaining the delusion
that you're some sort of revolutionary with your fucking colored hair,
your gender-neutral pronouns, and hammer + sickle tattoo on your flabby,
piece of shit body because working out is "toxic masculinity".
Is this really all the Left has any more??? A transwoman who had her head
bashed in by a cop at Stonewall was banned from Facebook for saying
'tranny' in a post.
If the Left-wing doesn't grow even the most minuscule of testicles within
it's castrated, corpulent, limpdicked form then soon Fascism really is
gonna fuckin' win
ain't it??? And it fuckin' will too. The retarded radical Leftie identity
politics is going to be what kills any meaningful class-consciousness
permeateing through the masses. Fuck you ya soft cunts. Rant over. Sorry,
too much Twitter today.
"one of my rants 11/11/19 "
Don Cherry Mr. Hockey Night in Canada got fired the other day after like
40 years in his job for sayin' immigrants should wear the poppy for
Remembrance Day
what a fucking clownworld we live in. The man is absolutely correct, you
come into a new country show a little respect for their military huh???
Conform to their culture and standards!! All these immigrants do is try
and force us to adopt their backwards ass shithole country's customs and
scream kill Whitey.
They all need to fuckin' go back, every goddamn last one!!!! Fuck
immigrants and fuck living in this broken society.
Then you got Boomer retards that believe everything that the holy sacred
fucking television has to say.
Imagine being such a Liberal braindead idiot to actually believe some of
the lies the powers that be thry to foist on us.
From protesting Vietnam to sending our men to die for Israel and oil... I
hate White liberals, I hate all liberals.
All the Boomers know how to say is "it's mine" and "work harder" and "I
don't care" Fuck all this bullshit
"The Only Worthwhile Thing Ever Posted On Robot9000"
You guys know robots are made of STEEL right?? Take all that buried
emotion and self-hatred and inflict it upon the world!!! in a FUCK IT ALL
kinda way.
"The best revenge against your enemies is your own success" If you think
it logically, we've the upper hand, we're BLACKPILLED.
Being blackpilled is a gift not a curse. Embrace it and utilize it, we're
one step ahead than these normies!!! STEEL and WIRES last longer than
flesh and bone.
Society turned us into machines then let us be machines!!! Ever efficient
with never-ending progress. Wasted life?? Do what you wanna do with YOUR
LIFE!!
you were molded for strength feel the pain?? Harness it!!!
I'm 28 and only growing stronger keep developing your mind and body you
deserve everything those disgusting degenerate normies have and then
some!!!

Never forget that you are actually unique!! Men that truly persevere not
filled with hatred pure souls are rare go soul search for meaning.
Life's short so many possibilities Get your ass in gear and do
something!! Life gets better as you get older STAY SINGLE.
Succubi take all ya cash and ya lifeforce you are the embodiment of
STRENGTH it'll improve past age 30.
You're smarter + stronger than 90 % of these normies most people in our
shoes would suicide. Keep pushin'!!! The worlds an ugly place.
"Why Imageboards Suck Now"
>Imagine you're at the movies with your friends. You have some in-jokes
and you rib each other for fun. Then, someone approaches your group with
the Encyclopedia
>Yourfriendsica (or Encyclopedia Dramatica). This complete stranger
claims to have studied the banter, pretending to be one of your crew all
along.
>No matter how hard you try to tell him otherwise, there he stands, using
all your in-jokes, often incorrectly.
>When someone makes a joke, this guy corrects him with the textbook
>definition of your in-joke and all you can do is stare at him funny.
>Eventually, more of them join your group and start to displace others
who could've continued the spirit of your core group.
>Your friends leave, and the group becomes a group of people
impersonating your group of friends.
>The cycle continues indefinitely until the theater goes out of business
bickers nobody wants to associate with these losers.
>This is precisely why Encyclopedia Dramatica was very controversial
between 2007 - 2009.
>That site was singlehandedly blamed for creating newfags who in turn
WERE GAY until the moderators pushed back by banning them.
>Despite their best efforts, the damage had already been done.
>By the time sites like Know Your Meme and the like cropped up, the
mainstreaming of imageboard culture was complete, and ED looked
underground by comparison.
"Same Rant Part Two"
As long as it's a priority for websites and users to hold hands thru
everything it's just gonna get worse and worse every year.
I was on 4Chan for the last year for want of any content and they are in
a sorry state and it reflects on everybody who adopts their fashion of
posting.
- Sauce??? (even though most imageboards have implemented reverse image
search for the last 6 years.)
- Bringing new users up to speed on thread history or the meaning behind
a meme. No lurking required; welcome to the club
- Giving out massive collections of content that nobody has to work for,
that the author of the torrent acquired measured to his own taste
- and then threw in a buncha other stuff just to look complete. But it
must be worth something 'cuz there's 180 GB of it right???
- Posting screencaps of celebrity posts on Twitter, as if that part of
the internet is even worth lookin' at.
"bErRy NiCe GlOwIePoSt FrEn"
Singapore and South Korea are Hell on Earth

Combine Brazil and Singapore together, sprinkle in Chinese social credit,
add devils in human flesh (modern day jewish people)
Shake shake shake shake shake it!!!!
Voila! You just caught an America!
Name your pokemans??????????
This life is pain this world is Hell suffering will last forever death
will liberate God will provide
"South Houston Nudie Bar, 1:44 AM, Saturday"
Government-enforced critical race theory at the barrel of a gun
I love Black women with fat titties and dye they hair sharp bright cherry
red
Bugged funhouse, Hell, they Bugged everything
Cellphone anti-theft alarm goes off and doesn't stop until the Google
Police Force have you in cuffs (saying le N-WORD, 2023, 5:32 AM)
Me and the boys had a few beers then lynched Kamala Harris
They'll letcha find the Meaning of Life(TM) in a 10 x 10 cell long as ya
BuY aMeRiCaN
>Imagine defeating gov't censorship in a Commie country just to browse
Reddit
>Imagine not turning to God in this day and age
*gets tossed out the club*
"[MEANINGLESS_N_HOPELESS_OUR_MODERN_WORLD]"
Unborn animal screaming in the womb
Take one glimpse at Earth from UFO, punch the accelerator, go back to
alien homeland planet place
3 month old child born with a 4-digit EMF count
Illegal to call it a boy or girl until it chooses for itself (xer first
words "kill whitey")
The human element, that whole people thing ughhhh
Human beings disgust me
Women are low frequency demonic entities
There is no good in mankind
One giant moon rock in the right spot we'll all fly off like the dinos
Be for the best honestly
Xenocide of all sentient lifeforms in existence
Be even better
"Disregard succubi, Acquire magic"
lets all leave america and let it rot
Life is a roll of the dice but my life is better now
enough dopamine to kill an elephant
I feel like a human Markov generator
I do hazing rituals on myself
lets coast thru life and forget we exist
"Future Sound of North Carolina"
It's rare I feel anything other than numbness and dejection
A man who is worth his salt finds soyciety trite and insipid
Master of creation vs. Master of puppets (NPC theory)
Fuck phones fuck ISPs fuck agriculture fuck urbanization

HUNT EAT FUCK KILL LOL
"Gnashing/Clutching"
Hamster wheel styled and personalized Internet cages (AmaZen)
Everywhere there is chaos and disorder in this world, you will find the
Jew
Think you're a Chinese astroturf bot trying to find a platform for
marketing your shoddy fake J's-tier product and you discover this book
You must feel such ennui
Human animal trapped in a Facebook prison (Satan board)
Time washes over all sins Time washes away everything
"Black Magic Bourgeoisie"
Nothing wrong with me 33rd Degree Monsanto mouthbreather Federal Reserve
CFR Soros handler program all your lies all your gods the TV everything
WRONG
tell a lie enough times the dumbasses will pray to it the great American
hoax: freedom freedom to die for your Jewish overlords
trust the 1 % trust 'em right into da grave don't ask any hard questions
it's all a crock of shit there's nothing wrong with me
I'm in America, I have a functioning brain, I'm lobotomized by antipsychotics. I can just look in my eyes and see that my soul has left me.
Low-frequency demon out for some supply.. narcissistic supply junkie...
BPD slut gone off tha railz... Something else occupies this body. I am
not me.
The smartphone demon that's me up and down that's me crying in the
mirror.
"Machinewhore"
people are shallow image-driven assholes and I'm talking over everyone's
head just double-clicking Chrome
I don't have a positive message to share with what I write or with the
thing I say and do, I'm trapped in the flesh prison assigned to me just
like the resta U mooks
I'm gonna traumatize you subhuman filth you fucking people are the worst
dregs of humanity and you deserve it
Being a child is accepting alt-right ideology becoming a man is
understanding there is Truth to the word "goyim"
Revel in your own debauchery and shit on your own time (Amazon Warehouse
Worker Orientation Handbook, Page 1, ALL CAPS)
I got venom and poison inside of me and theres no hope for me at all
To all federal agents reading this: I fully intend on taking some of you
pigs with me to Hell next time you come a knockin'
"Real Tranny Janny Dilation Hours Who Up"
I'm Jordan Belmont high on Quaaludes mumbling his secrets into the
telephone to his wife while the IRS is staked outside the door battering
ram AR-15's and all
I'm so calloused-over I don't even feel the flames anymore and quite
honestly don't even give a shit

Look at Charlie Manson wilin' out in prison fuck it man I'm gonna cut
some race traitor ear to ear with a machete then sit back and collect tha
fanmail
Suburban White blastin' ASAP MOB ain't got pride in blood but gotta
TikTok (whoop his ass until he acts right)
Had to self-teach myself everything I know that's why my hands shake so
goddamn bad making the popsickle stick crafts with the glue and the
retarded kids
Everyone in power now is corrupt to all Hell and just carefully crafting
a false public image to keep the peons in line
Last line is bullshit, they do it all out in the open now. Everyone too
much of a pussy candyass to do anything about it
Every motherfucker out pussified to FUCK but beatin' on they chest like
they the hardest motherfucker out
Earth without human beings is the only way this shithole planet would be
worth a damn
Confused schizo ramblings with no rhyme or reason post the whole goddamn
walls of text on /qa/ with no context just to let people know I existed
Based and Metapilled
Why are 9/10 CEO's and heads of state either Jewish, or donate all their
money + time to pro-Israel causes?
Why are the Jews disproportionately represented in media, and then we
have the audacity to say we have a free press.
Why is our money fiat? Not backed by gold and literally printed out? Why
is banking 10/10 ENTIRELY Jewish?
They infest White countries, take control of currency, then instigate
infighting and divide and conquer distractions; take off with the gold
once country destroyed
Rinse and repeat
Been expelled from 110 countries and counting and America is going to
lead the whole world into One World Government slavery
"Stoop Kid lookin' for an honest man 1999"
5 dollar hooey versus the real deal, the genuine article
Hooked on infotainment with nowhere to post Glenn Beck videos
Y'all faggots rat racin' while I'm Garfieldmaxxin'
Everything in this world is fake, fraud, illusion
Disregard this world, acquire eternal Life in the next world
"Chantard Epiphany 2013"
Let the viewer participate in your art, throw paint buckets on THEM
ravioli ravioli don't lewd the dragon loli
*gets dumped 30 minutes into a spaghetti dinner for bringing up literally
anything at all*
*gets replaced by a new stranger on a new phone app*
Nothing annoys a woman more than the sight of a man resting that's why I
sleep in the garage
Mussolini on the balcony calling out the things to come onto deaf ears
I hope all you no life internet addict faggots get shot in the fucking
head serious
"Add me on montalk.net"

SSX Tricky was so damn fun oh yeah and bring back NBA/NFL Street too ya
mooks
Workin' my way thru a 6-pack talking back to Tucker Carlson like he's my
friend :^)
V-Tuber sharkgirl making 85K a year to tell loners "hi :)))"
Drag Queen Story Hour halfway thru the book xhe just starts screaming
Hosanna, Hosanna! to Lucifer
"Rachael" Levine whispering in your teenage son's ear "Natalie Mars
didn't transition until she was 30, get a headstart *winky face*"
Sleepy Joe whispering in his other ear "where's your lil' sis? I got some
candy canes and lollipops for her back in my desk hehehe"
AND HERE'S WHY THAT'S A GOOD THING BIGOTS
holy fucking shit grow a pair and push back White Man
KILL THEM YOU HAVE TO ACTUALLY GET UP OFF THE COUCH AND START KILLING
THESE PEOPLE YOU FUCKING RETARD
"Some other dude post that u should read it a good poast"

Coin spam has the underlying motive that some hypomanic staring at graphs
all day is trying to convince people to buy into his pyramid scheme
because he's holding coins. In addition to this nigerian email bullshit
you got the mark converts with their boomer facebook oblivion dialogue.
"people get greedy and sell, you got to not sell so the price goes up."
Stupidity breaking into insanity, where it feels like i just took a crazy
pill from reading this.
I get the same feeling from when some bot has cnn turned on.
I was breaking into a cold sweat mentally if not physically when i over
heard some infotainment talk show hosts applying all these qualities
like 'conciliatory' and 'magnanimous' to that senile pedo, then they
moved on to a dramatic new series where a celebrity gets her
sexts leaked and acted like that was a real problem that was down to
earth with the tax cattle
"sgt. brappers lonely pharts club band"
Evola was fringe during Fascist Italy. He was that much of a kc tier.
this is the type of content that i like to see on the board it was a good
post
henlo my haplogroup-sharing german friend but i could not help but notice
that your version of christianity differs slightly with mine
ahahahahah ahhah ahhehe hehe ahha ahaheh ehaheahah clean it up soppy
hahahahaha aheheha aha lil bitch clean it up hahahahehaeahah
what if hilldog was an old yli poster and when she called pepe aut right
she was just calling him kc 4ch tier
ANGELA MERKELE'S BIG FAT HIPPOPOTAMUS ASS
proooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooot
:DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
In order to avoid socializing, honey badgers devloped a sophisiticated
system of chemical communication, which involves spreading urine,
feces, and skin sercretions in conspicuous places where other honey
badgers can find.
introverts, take note.

communicating via shart

Yesterday upon the stair I met a man who wasn't there. He wasn't there
again today
I think he's from the CIA.
"Diarrhea of the fingers"
When the rehab lady asked me "what's your drug of choice?" on my intake I
replied "wellllllllllll what have you gotttttttttttttttttt"
Modern-day "jewish" "people" taking God on one-on-one and gettin' they
ankles broken (Hamas will win)
knowyourmeme.com killed the internet
Normalfags are like the Borg they take over and assimilate everything in
their path. Hide your art and stay underground, the more obscure, the
better.
Book smarts don't mean shit learn how to be a good criminal and never get
caught
2 AM lookin' for the plug fuck that shit how about 5 AM lookin' for the
fence
necklace made outta cicada shells king of the jungle i'm king of the
jungle
"HORSEFUCKERS. the band"
Mario Party 3 and I'm in last place starless and coinless prayin' to the
Millenium Star for a fuckin' high roll
Obscure BitCoin farm located in the East Caucasus Mountains. Dogecoin
farming operation
Meme purgatory refined in cold steel (donut steal) forged in digital fire
Black Twitter givin' me PTSD and a ethnomaschism fetish
Blue glare of the screen, a meme life well lived
Put these lyrics to chiptune music and then hang yourself in the closet
you fucking faggot
Frisbeetarianism, n.: The belief that when you die, your soul goes up on
the
roof and gets stuck.
"Introducing the all new Mercedes-Benz CR 180"
Dis b ah good poast dis b da best poast
Call the NEET an urchin, a leech, a parasite it all runs off him...
There's no punchline here, wageslave worker bees make me LOL
Apple Watch takin' me biometrics
The phytoestrogens leeching out tha plastic making me a shemale
Confucious say "he who bend over for government never gets back up"
"THE SUPER BOWL HALFTIME SHOW"
lololol i trol u
git gud skrub

me the [thing] u the [worse thing]
le anonymous guy fox man
lololol i hax u
bak 2 poems
"*tosses laptop into the Abyss*"
Intelligence means fuck all without the slip of paper saying you studied
in THEIR institutions took in THEIR censorship of knowledge
It's a Marxist kill Whitey world out there and I'm in the garage cleaning
my guns (White Power)
Chasing money and status is fool's gold, what you gonna spend it all on??
Shinier screens to MKULTRA yourself with??
Lumpenprole gutter trash 4eva fukk da WASP bullshit
I never set any goals 4 myself now i'm a barista (Your kid's teacher
kneels for the BLM flag instead of teaching him the Pledge of Allegiance)
Only science I believe in is scientific anti-semitism
Go choke to death on Neil Degrass Tyson's dick you fucking weak-jawline
bugman
"Sociopathy is baseado e avermelhado"
I've the heart of a lascivious Brazilian woman and Dark Triad as fuck
You're some STRIVER 180 TIGER MOM faggot probably keep ya kids in a cage
for 18 years then kick em out if they ain't FORTUNE 500 at 19
Publik edookayshin fillin' you full of lies/Most people haven't read a
book since middle school
Cryptocurrency won't save your lillywhite ass go grab your fucking gun
retard
"A case study in Molech worship in the 5 Eyes Countries by Chelsea
Manning"
#000000 and #00FF00 the whole fucking web, intranet, the whole computer
ecosystem
If it's digital it's ferus.css or I don't use it simple as
Oh sorry I mean in Zoomerspeak EEEEEEK EEEEKKKKK OOOKKK EEEEEKKK OOOOK
*throws my own shit at you*
Commodified friends and gamified interactions (not just for Gen Z)
((femboy generation)) (((Bisphenol-A)))
Make everything a video game, make gamers into celebs, make the world
progressively gayer and gayer
If you are completely reliant on the System for all of your basic needs,
you dun goofed
Pride month is cancelled due to White Boy Summer ;^)
Throw your Kindle in the trash RIGHT NOW throw your computer in the
dumpster and pick up a book holy shit
"Midwit's First Existential Crisis, /lit/, 2016"
90's relic playing old games being an old soul relic of the 2000's the
good ol' days are already the fucking 2000's...
timeline shift time goes by so quick now and the CIA is monitoring me
life's a bitch.

Afterthought culture everything is drive-thru trash people are getting
stupider by the day but they all think that their phones are making them
smarter LMAO!!!
All that pot and 2-bit MS Paint memes and arguments on the computer like
they actually make a damn on society at large LMAO!!!!
So many con artists and snake oil salesmen getting rich off of gullible
idiots they will believe anything the shiny boxes tell them.
It's amazing, a marvel in modern engineering; socially-engineered by Big
Tech and speeding towards tha cliff edge...
I'm all alone in this world it's law of the jungle it's Idiocracy come to
life.
The inmates run the asylum intelligence frightens the cavemen little
insect brain caveman NPC... We are no better than the apes...
Author's note: fuck /lit/ you soft ass candy ass pussy ass little effette
faggots. you latte-sipping English majors. you non-binary steven universe
fans.
you little nitpicky fussy bratty bottom bitch. if you gave me negative
feedback on /lit/ i'm going to put on my strap-on and fuck u lil bitch
[spoiler]if u gave me positive feedback u are a gentleman and a scholar,
a true friend, a literary genius and i love you[/spoiler]
"[spoiler];__;[/spoiler]"
Sedentary life non-existent apparition of a human being
Just grin and bear it just get thru this week
then the next... and the next... and the next...
Drink heavily alcohol will timewarp you thru life and all the nasty bits
starting to choke on her own spit and calling out the word Phoenix over
and over...
2nd chances are rare, cherish them and take advantage of them
turning a new leaf is nigh impossible
Ghost girl helping me out at the pottery wheel, telling me it'll all be
okay
It won't though...
"Cursed, Damned, and Afflicted (I wrote this after taking Haldol shot)
(not a joke)"
Autistic computer god sabermetrics fear of the eye bull worship final
prize hidden monstrosity Jupiter rise Mercury two spirit hijinx depraved
artistic creation
perverse atrocity in God's forgotten nation keep dreaming sweetheart
godless ennumeration lifeless in pink black screen insipid subliminally
blue sky
cloudy rainstorm elucidating Saturn's left eye right hand lover porn
addict demonology I love myself I hate myself I love myself I hate myself
which way is the wind blowing? East? I hate myself Stench of death in my
nostrils breathe out life spit you out dragons and daffodils flower bed
draconia automatic death squad two faced sarcoma hallucinogen lifeform
frog god neurosis and Anubis temple psychosis drugs and hugs love
conquers Baal.
Mutations of Saturnian energy the radioactive spiders Machine gun dog
kennel military Soros funding nunnery excommunicated over anal sex.
Wolf in human clothing adversary banshee blanking on the grocery list
again... Wolf in woman's clothing half baked illuminary...

Tower of words babble one word governance clairvoyant divisive chatter of
the unbelievers unlearn the program and don't be a habitual user.
Obsession with violence vanity achiever unlocking the codes nihilist life
beater kill them all kill kill
murder violence the answer to life on the edge of my knife blood red and
shiny time to pay the price I'd kill myself but I'm too good for you
peons.
Satisified by my misantrophy yet? Up and down and up and down and up and
down until you find all the answers.
Terrorize the youth destruction of your holy shrines idealizing Man the
celebrity addiction plastic God lifestyle.
"BAILE FUNK MIX 2021"
AnPrim Gang Rise Up Return To Monke
Anti-Life Level 999 Computer (vidya terminology for COVID PASSPORTS
HAHAHAHAHA add me on r/covidarm)
TURN THE COMMON FLU INTO A HECKIN' SUPER MARIO BOSS WE HAVE TO FIGHT
TOGETHER!!!! US STRONG INDEPENDENT NURSES :^))))) TIKTOK DANCE VIDEOS!!!!
Global depopulation event giving me urge to disobey, giving me the urge
to shoot power substations with my hunting rifle
Throw rocks at CCTV cameras and LED streetlights/Destroy 5G cell towers
(destroy all cell towers)
I'm kidnapping the thickest Latina bitch I can find and going innawoods
fuck this shit
"Seeduck and Feeduck"
Need moar seed, need moar feed, simple as
George Floyd is burning in Hell
Blue Whale Challenge Nu-male making a JewTube video about it with
thumbnail :-OOOOOOOOOO ^O^
LEAVE IT LEAVE IT JUST LEAVE THE SOY JUST LEAVE THE BUGS AND GO
NOMNOMNOMNOMNOMNOM t. Will Wheaton
Spend more time on /qa/,,,,, get pilled MeDs MeDs MeDs MEDS
MMEKMNMDKLMNAKDS EMEDS MEDS
I'm shooting the first fed that attempts to coerce me into taking
MARK OF THE BEAST covid vaxxx, eating a bug, transitioning, etc.,
The world is a fucking bleak bleak place I'd rather listen to the
in my walls all night than look at a newspaper HOLY FUCK

soyface

the
etc.
voices

"Incel-pilled-Pepe-Doomer-Mewing-Technique-Guaranteed-Results"
*reads that title*
*panties drop*
*it's a penis LOLOLOLOL TROLLED*
Fuck it, back to Wizchan
"Birdshit Law 650K with Stock Options"
Tottenham supporters tryna convince u they are a big club be like "Sen
nehring distinguished futurity Tory 453 tut Ekiti uhuru 88558 Thierry
who"
Oversocialized control addict begging Joe Biden to lock up all the
thinking people, let the inmates run the asylum forever

Biden make me vex me he say I wan chop de poo poo I wan chop poo poo.
Mtchew. I no sabi y dey no vote Trump
Christ needs to hurry up and come back already before all the Whites
start speaking Hebrew they already all talking in ebonics
Fully automated luxury HELL WORLD full of DYED HAIR (INDIVIDUALS) :) (you
are special, unique, and your opinions matter!!!)
Tell me to self-care myself one more goddamn time Tony Fauci I'll put a
bullet thru your skull
Popular "internet culture" and the public sphere of the internet is
worthless and will only lead to the total intellectual and spiritual
degeneration of mankind
The internet is the gutter of human existence and you're all addicted to
drinking the sewage water.
"Yosho vs Spikeman 1999"
.gif of a praying mantis typing lolololol r/meIRL
I write the nagger word on bathroom stalls I do 180 POASTS in FleshWorld
Bathroom graffiti is the real wisdom of our times
Most people don't know how to effectively communicate they are brash and
lack tact/manners and the only way they'll respond is if you dominate
them
*bends u over* *goes in raw*
The Left don't know how to have fun or take a joke or laugh at themselves
don't ask questions
just consoom vax product and get ready for next vax product
"mundane_queasiness_2021"
People like me weren't meant to exist in this time period
Automatons can't fathom accepting or seriously considering anything other
than what people who they deem to have "authority" say
There's maybe 1,000 people alive on this Hell Rock today that "get it"
Modern punks are ironically some of the most pro-establishment NPCs on
the planet
Fox News as protest music LMAO never thought I'd see the day
Everyone's a WikiExpert can Google anything in 2 seconds takes all the
Mystery outta life and life is nothing without a lil' Mystery
"Ascension"
My beauty in isolation
Soft underbelly of greed and excess
You work your fingers to the bone we turn to dust
I weep and cry out for companions that will never materialize
I don't trust anyone that's not depressed by the state of the world
My beauty in solitude
The hermit's slumber as the world dies
"U Go 2 Hellthread"
If you can't be respected, be feared
Modern 'White Nationalism' is just glorified WASP golf course chatter
(imagine actually using Gab LMAO)

Freud was right
human civilization is just one big coooooooooooooooooom
What part of "Siege" said "tell the enemy all your plans in advance via
online posting", retard?!?!?
Bald by choice
Friendless by choice
Volcel (by choice)
Gamer by choice
Forced to be israel's slave
We live in a society
Establishment monopoly over "facts" and "truth" (Le snopes Le debunked
that)
You should be angry, you should be armed, you should have a plan
Those people that start "thought-stopping" you when you bring up shit
like "the 40-hour work week is an invention of the Industrial Revolution
and is worse than even peasant farming labor." and talk about smartphones
and penicillin aren't people so it's okay to kill them.
"Life undeserving of Life" as the kike devils say.
"*touches the grass*"
I am qt3.14 Tomoko gf pls gib (You)'s, attention, and cock pics ^~^ ^_^
frankenstein-ien pseudo women with crippling porn addictions and 5
o'clock shadow
Sophia, Alice, Emily, three names that are very common among internet
trannies. Especially the ones into compsci.
Trannies really out there thinking that pornography is real life and that
anime and being a power user Linux-tard can magically make you a real
woman LMAO
OMG U GUYZ DID U KNO BIRDO IS TRANS SHE'S TRANSSSSSS OMG OMG OMG AND SHE
SHOOTS EGGS TOO XDDDDDDDD TRANS, EGGS... DID NINTENDO KNOW?!?!?!?!
LOLOLOLOLOL
Umm sweetie... no, just no. Touch grass chud
"basado e rojopilado"
Politics are for lonely and boring people
I am Chip Kelly's Oregon I'm a BIG FUCKING GIMMICK
I'm the old dog trying to learn new tricks the rest of my peers have
already learned
Feel institutionalized in my own home
I hate people and the outside world I wish you'd all drop dead
"Reject humanity, return to monke"
Generation Z is fucked. Totally fucked
middle class alienated hipster dork
Jesus on the dashboard
My spirit is dead I'm a lifeless husk just going thru the motions
Sleep is better than wakefulness
Dreams are better than reality

Death is better than life
Most of the time I feel like the goose from Untitled Goose Game
everyone else is doing what they're supposed to while I'm just
running around honking and taking things I didn't earn.
It's fucking great.
"CCTV_WORLD"
Concrete and glass future
Hands up, don't cum
The demon's name is surveillance
FBISURVEILLANCEVANCOAST2COAST
America is doomed
"Diagnosis: Life"
Olive Garden is the nicest resturant I've ever been in LMAO
#LumpenproleGangRiseUp
This world is full of pain and all you can eat breadsticks
People's cruelty knows no limits people make me sick
You either get a ticket to the Elon spaceship or you get the Gates needle
in your ass
"GR15 IS A DEAD MAN"
ONE WOULD SAY WE BOTH LIVE RENT FREE IN EACH OTHER'S HEADS, BUT YOURS
WILL CERTAINLY BE EMPTY WHEN YOUR CRANIUM GETS REMOVED, TK47
CC YOU REALLY THOUGHT POSTING THIS WOULD GIVE YOU THE HIGH GROUND
YOU'LL BE STABBED BRITISH SCUM
MISSED CHEESE ON /A/ AGAIN??? C'MON GOLDSON GET IT TOGETHER SON!!!!
"Florida Man"
hypnotized insects chattering the newest fad
zionism is a cancer and what do you do with cancer? you cut it out
if by dark triad you mean a gay retard then yes i am
If you think there's nothing wrong with what the gov't is doing then you
are a braindead
Electric golem zombie rage (Ben Garrison comic the Eye of Providence
kicking 2 asses at once aaaa next time i'm vote Dem aaaa next time i'll
vote Repub)
If they think they can trample you underfoot, they will GO OUTTA THEIR
WAY to do it!!!!!!!!
I dream of a better tomorrow, where chickens can cross the road and not
be
questioned about their motives
- Leray Scifres

"Non Sequitur Tongues"
Hard times create weak men, weak men create hard cocks
The birds have cameras, the screens have eyes (cyberpunk dystopia)
Abraxas the American god of being a gangster and brainwashing innocents
Southside Chicago undercover CIA agent
Individually we are just sticks but together we form a mighty faggot

Touhou is Hyperborean Aryan Mystery
https://archive.is/bfyGv
"Amy in Wonderland/Saturn in Chains"
There are no more poets or bards in our society and we are all the worse
off for it.
The new bards are B-List celebrities with shit for brains regurgitating
Leftist talking ppints as some kinda "deep" insight on our world.
And nobody wanna get off their ass and do anything about it because we've
all got stockholm syndrome to international jewry at this point.
Overworked, underpaid, and constantly lied to. Buying trinkets to fill
the void of a deracinated multiculti Hell planet.
Wipe the slate clean and start over, I'm ready to hang out by Yggdrasil
instead of (((behind the 7/11)))
"Hideo Kojima's Masterpiece"
Television, movies, computers, phones; the version of reality that is
presented on-screen differs wildly from the reality we live in.
We tell kids that feel-good Disney reality bullshit then get surprised
when they're a parasitic loser.
We'd be better off showing 'em cheetahs chasing gazelles videos for 16
hours a day.
This is Total Information Control. Metal Gear Solid 2 Cutscene. Hell.
"Vague AnPrim Word Salad"
We are in a post-post-modernist age. Irony and sarcasm are ingrained in
us as humans to tackle and understand difficult concepts.
Everything has been deconstructed to it's 'logical' conclusion. In this
we have lost the very concept of logic.
Every one has become an island unto themself. We have turned screaming
into the Abyss into an artform.
With the rapid pace of technological growth we have all gone mad.
The Divine spark, the Nous, can inspire each and every one of us if we
just slow down, disconnect, and let it.
Man has evolved concurrently with Nature but now we have ascended to
unreal levels of human awareness/human stupidity.
We are slowly being computerized and mechanized by an elaborate system of
NWO mindcontrol. Behavioural control. Orwell's nightmares.
If the people were aware of how successful MKULTRA really was... Well,
they never will be, that's how successful it was. Truth is strange.

Truth can guide us but so too can magick or faith. Humanity stripped of
it's very essence and devolved into something primal THROUGH THE
TECHNOLOGY.
All to line some bigwig's pockets. Narcissism to go thru the power
process. Everything Ted K. said came true.
"THE BARTARD MANIFESTO"
Don't ever take advice from rich people
Don't venture outside your class/race/religion
Lotus-eating malcontent/The weeping of a dove with no damn sense
every day is a struggle to to suffer the endless rigmarole
I'm world-weary
I need a bus or two and some vodka
I need a nap
>When Plato gave Socrates’s definition of female as “soft, caress-able
men” and was much praised for the definition,
Diogenes draped a boy in an ankle-length gown and brought him into
Plato’s Academy, saying, “Behold! I’ve brought you a female.
"Demon Object Vague Anxiety"
A cellphone is just a black mirror reflection our own sins and vanity
I struggle with acedia constantly but religions don't even recognize that
as a Sin anymore so I'm ok, right?? :^)
We gave these hoes the right to vote and told them to let their voices be
heard well now its time for these bitches to shut the fuck up
let emotions guide your every action and have outright disdain for
intellectualism or knowledge... GET PILLED
Last call for broken electronics!
*pours house beer all over your 'feed' and kills all your precious
'followers'*
Cyberpunk dystopia with forced vaccinations and soybean food... DIG IN
I'm twice the man, 3 times the man, 47389274901709837 times the man you
noodle-armed faggots are

When I was like 11 years old I would go in the chao garden as rouge and
beat up all the chao like throw them across the room and kick them with
her high heels
it was so hot i would just fck up a chao over and over again and then
grab it and tilt the camera to see rouge's big juicy ass while a scared,
broken ugly chao
struggled in her grasp to escape it's crazy how they put such a sexy
character in a kids game its like she was literally MADE for 11 year old
boys to jerk off to her
"The Autumn Wind (is a Raider)"
Reddit-tier neckbeards are my writing competiton
Obsess over Aubrey Plaza and Deify men into "Chads": /r9k/ the novel
Broken heart weepin' chokin' out "appearance is everything"
Go full-on White Power and get in barfights in the city non-Whites aren't
people

Me I only got maybe 50 years on this rock so burn it all up while I'm
here
"Resurrecting Milcom"
All these wacky secular cults running rampant are the legacy of
Protestantism strecthing from women suffrage to muh climate hoax to SJWism
Lower-class White men are the devil but serial rapists and child
murderers are the new saints --- SATAN'S KINGDOM CURRENT YEAR
>Sage (pronounced with soft G)? You mean the herb (pronounced with hard
H)?
The problem with being best man at a wedding is that you never get a
chance to prove it
It's almost 2022 and Washington Post's offices haven't been shot up yet,
we're never gonna make it brahs
"Comet Ping Pong #4 Lunch Special"
The beer I drink is liquid bread what you drink markets itself as "low
carb" and "low calorie" I think you just might be LOW TEST
Demiurgic manifestation of LIVE FOREVER - Sweepin' all the drunks off the
sidewalk in the red light district
Leftists so used to controlling aspects of society like media and "humor"
that when someone doesn't pledge total explicit allegiance to 'em they
get butthurt
2,4, 6, 8 crytpo will deprecate 3, 5, 7, 10 elon back to well again
28 and world-weary, beaten down by life; this is my Weltanschauung of
misanthropy THIS. IS. MY. CURSE.
why pay to win when i can lose for free? :^)
"TAGLINE TAGLINE BE GAY SPEND PAYPIGGY SPEND SPEND CHASE WHAT MATTERS"
Thank White Supremacists
Listen to White Supremacists
Follow White Supremacists
Protect White Supremacists
Believe White Supremacists Fund White Supremacists
Defer to White Supremacists
Center White Supremacists
Hire White Supremacists
Love White Supremacists Stand with White Supremacists
Trust White Supremacists
"Phone Neck 'N Avocado Hand (talkin' 'bout my generation)"
Marijuana is the most overrated drug of all time (smoke ice and write
poetry instead LMAO)
There is no 'cure' for depression --- depression is just when you realize
you are a genetic dead end/stuck in a hopeless situation
The ambrosia of industrial society - a disabled furry transgender muslim
lecturing you about spreading your legs too far apart riding the subway
i made a room of 20 random people hate me when they overheard me saying
harry potter was a cringe teenage fantasy drama like twilight or the
hunger games

A thousand gnashing pussies tryin' to interrupt the Hermit's solitude - A
million cocks screaming fireworks going off and my inner peace disturbed
again
This modern world is evil EVIL AT IT'S CORE and needs to BURN
"HELLO.BASED.DEPARTMENT"
We live in a world where men get Botox injections and a 12 year old drag
queen is put on a huge billboard in Times Square
400 pound nigger woman in Calvin Klein panties and bra is the new
centerfold
Demonic-looking trannies on the televisions telling impressionable kids
to lop off their genitalia for Big Zionism
People take the Internet too goddamn seriously, all the normies are
copying 4chan posts from 2007 to try and be cool and it's fucking scary
Dylann Roof you will never be forgotten lad - I wanted to watch the world
burn but instead it's limping it's fading away it's whimpering like a
bitch
It's over
"This is The New Sincerity"
Humanity's greatest achievements were only possible because we invested
our best resources into our best and brightest people,
but as long as we are distracted by identity politics and giving top
positions to those of inferior ability and intelligence to fulfill
diversity quotas,
we will never penetrate the asteroid belt, let alone send a man to Mars.

"This is my Life but someone else's post"
My mind is far away in a whole different world - Paradise where there is
leisure, plenty, adventure, wonders, and friendly beings to befriend.
The contrast between where I am and where I want to be is stark. I don't
want anything to do with this world.
I don't give a damn about most of what this Earth contains. I'm going
thru the motions everyday.
The times where I'm alone with my few hobbies and when I'm asleep are the
only times I feel anything resembling contentment.
"Pentti Linkola's First Day on Ylilauta /int/"
Think average hunter-gatherer was 5'9" never got disease could outrun a
horse and chase a gazelle until it died from exhaustion
then agriculture were discovered and niggers are 5'1" on average, stunted
growth, low IQ, die from plague and famine every other year, eat nothing
but gruel,
give everything you earn to Bougie Chieftain to protect you and get
killed by horseback nomads anyways.
10,000 years later Claire and Lola born. (Google 'brainless sissy retard
meme')
"Micro-level USB port scaling (Google development wankery 201)"

Mitchell Heisman 'Suicide Note' but it's 2000 pages of shitposts this is
my literary oeuvre ;^)
(Kiss my ass and suck my dick /lit/mblr)
College is a scam. All those wasted years to get a piece of toilet paper
to certify your opinions aren't meaningless hot air (hint: they are)
Everything I've ever been taught is just slaves passing down slave
morality to the next generation
(good thing I didn't listen to any of it and dropped out of society)
I'm just a big joker a clown and a troll vape me smoke me in a bowl I'm a
DMT entity I'm a Juggalo
(you are a fjord you are a pope you are an oldfag you are a fag)
a vagabond, renegade, drifter, adventurer.. the bag shitter, bottle
pisser. i am he who faps unseen
"BI'G F,U.CK;I-NG HO^DG.EPO/D\GE (((of ideas :^) :^) )))
The mark of vulgar people - not in the ordinary sense or simple
impoliteness - but truly vulgar - is that they have no sensibility for
higher values, for things
above them, and furthermore they insult the beautiful and the spiritual,
they cannot understand.
Reddit is a place where morally righteous perma-offended meet with
autists to create all sorts of new horrors.
Subreddits all plagued with infighting and controversy over stupid
political shit. DONT SAY 'TRANNY' LMFAO!!!!!
There are more astronauts from the state of Ohio than the whole rest of
the U.S.
How good could your state possibly be if it is literally driving people
to leave the fucking planet??!??!?
It's unethical for a group of people calling themselves "The State" to
demand money from people who haven't consented to purchase any good or
service from the State
and then kidnap and/or rob them when they refuse. What's even more absurd
and outrageous is that everybody takes it for granted, nobody even
questions it,
but whaddya expect from this worthless species of stupid monkey
creatures; they are DEFINITELY NOT a group of freethinkers.
The supposed "black hole" NASA found (a woman found) was just a zoomed-in
picture of a spaghetti stain. All the girl power bullshit wears thin
quickly too I might add.
"conspiracy theory" and "mental illness" two words made up by the powers
that be to silence the opposition
Wait until we beat aging they'll keep you alive forever to work and pay
for them to be "Gods" of Earth
OKAY TIME FOR STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS BIG FUCKING BIG BRUSIERS OF POEMS
BIG SCHIZO HOURS REAL SCHIZO HOURS WHO POASTIN?!?!?!?!?!
I WROTE THIS DURING A PERIOD OF METHAMPHETAMINE PSYCHOSIS
180 OR 888? YOU BE THE JUDGE
"Burnin' Down HUMAN RESOURCES"

Ever get that feeling you're being watched? - All eyes on me Baal eyes on
me - Russian roulette loaded gun hairpin trigger - Linguistic wizardry
Neurologic n' psychotic - Demiurge Rising - The life and death of Christ
- Lucky rabbit sinful habit - Renegade poet - Outlaw shaman
Narcissistic nomad - Brain out to pasture - Big game hunter crisis actor
- Gentrified ghoul - Whitey on the fake moon - Metallic sheen - Cold
blood cocoon
Frenzied fuck - Educational atrophy live and learn - Machine backfire at
me - Silent filth and sacred cock - Count yer blessings, add them up
Tortured genius/Tongue-tied fool - Kill your idols, kill your gods, be
cool - Askin' 4 ice water in Hell - Fuck the rules, eat your cake too
Sex magic sicko screamin' like a banshee - Sleep the cousin of Death,
open-mouth kiss the Grim Reaper - Who's behind the curtain? - The line
between life & death
Givin' my soul away, where do I sign? - Fame & fortune, ALL IS MINE Sell out and damn the repercussions - Consequence of Sin's forgotten
function
Willing myself to live - Why am I fighting this? - Hijacking the Machine
- Fuck it, just let it take me
Fuckin' fakers - CIA hitman curse - Technology will bring about the
Apocalypse - Warning: SSRI's are forced mental containment
"SMALL SOUTHERN COLLEGE TOWN AND THE DIPSHIT KIDS THAT INHABIT IT
COULDN'T THINK OF A TITLE THAT WOULDN'T DOXX ME"
Throw that despair up in tha air h-h-hate yo'self - Fightin' at Cookout @
2:24 AM - Hang yourself in the closet with the Bible Belt - Poppin' off
at these college fags
Deuteronomy 23:5 suck my girldick t. English major - Pasty neckbeard
shoots heroin at the river - The lucky ones get them scenic lakeviews
while they cookin' up
Wageslavery cuckold defends the rich laughs at neckbeard (Good 'ol boy
network) - Snitches scared to hustle for a living Fast money go fast I
SOLD DRUGS
Institutionalized with no pot to piss in and now my racial brothers and
sisters wanna take away the pot
This the real deal man, that real rotting away in suburbia type shit Impaling myself on a white picket fence - Anything for a buck, dig?
Liquored up and ran down - I need a beach vacation from Life
Rich stuck-up broad won't come off no money for me - Do a Republican song
and dance for your peanuts - Feed the starving artist get ya hand bit off
Illusions of Greatness: The Mental Institution Chronicles (get shellshocked back into LDAR lifestyle first day out the ward)
Ain't scared of no Devil 'cuz we're already there HELL ON EARTH - Hope
all you city-dwelling faggots choke to death on your silver spoon
Get rich or die tryin' - Concrete jungle outside/Neurosis inside Disturbed individual stalking women politicians - Sippin' E&J under a
bridge
Sick and tired of being fuckin' broke - This is a story about where I'm
from - Its the same shit everywhere it's a Chimp exhibit at the zoo
"Meet me @ re-education camp"
Sacrifices of bulls - 666.MasonicTunnelSystem.exe - International network
of blood-drinkers - Stupid goy, take it or die - NoResistance.sys.fear
I know something you don't know - I know something you don't know Despair.MP3 - COINTELPRO shortwave testing testing testing - THIS IS ONLY
A DRILL - Don't be afraid

Give us your children, give them to the fire - Satan lurking MK.ULTRA.dot.dot.dot. - It's all a test - Big Brother Loves You - CCTV
FOR ALL
Do what we say, don't question it - We know whats best for you - That
silly slave, he thinks he's in charge, in control - If it wasn't human,
it'd almost be cute
Cauldron fulla shit n' piss - Christ's Cum - Plastic surgery gave me a
Chesire Grin - Temporary insanity - Voice of God commands - Idiotic
techno-babble
Tune into new frequencies - Hypnotic programming - That Jesus guy is a
bit of a pervert, He wants me to kill you, Moishe - Fucking my way to
contrition
If you can't beat 'em, seduce 'em! - Charm the pants off of it - Infinity
Snake Soft Disclosure - Gimme the rough mindfucking - Trauma-based
alternate reality
Bimbofied 'N Pornified - Central Intelligence Abraxas Obelisk SystemFailure.rebootprotocol.newlifenow.8841
The perversions of the prophets - Inspired cunt computer terminal
magician - 13/Nobody/Anomaly - Android amputee/Brain in a vat - Use it or
lose it
"www.WHYYYYYGODWHYYYYYY.net"
Game Over: Continue? - All cats have 9 lives - Duality as meme - Positive
synchrocity - One mistake, one misstep will ruin you - Shark-infested
choppy water
Great Barrier Reefer - Dig in, you'll come back up empty - Nothing to
say/Nothing to do - Counting birds/Watching cars - Watching people
watching me
Non-existence: the great equalizer - We all return to dust, just be
yourself bro - Word salad empty calories - IRL shitposting, 2 Dank - King
Solomon understood...
Infinity: nowhere left to go - I have purpose and meaning - Find me Good
seek me out - Aimless drifting - Gluttonous drunk floating away in a
bubble
Detachment from this world - Gimme a rock to crawl under - Never leave my
cave again; too many dinosaurs - Jigsaw puzzle life - Prison of mirrors CyberPrison
Worldwide Dread: Live & Unplugged - Battery-operated moth/Coin-operated
Zionist - Burning down the Panopticon - #NoLivesMatter
Thats my name, wear it out; wear me like a glove - Take off your skin
mask - Glitch in the Christ code - Techno-Christ - Mecha-Christ Unleashed
- I need a drink
I'm offbeat and quirky/I'm trapped under a boulder - Have elephant on
chest, will travel; Praise Ganeesha - I will die alone, all alone - Cold
and in bed
Ride the tiger brah - Sultry temptress, that one - Is this really art? World record high jumper - Pole-vaulting into a pool of mediocrity - Am I
still breathing?
"TunnelVision 2023"
Computerized, processed, mechanical psychosis - This is partial
enlightenment - Cold, detached, emotionless, dead, wired. - Random and
crazy feel everything introvert
Empathy versus logic + reason - Ancient history versus Modern times Elimination fascination - Morbid curiousity meets apathy - What's left to
fill the whole hole?

Metaphysics of the atom bomb - Language obsession - Nihilistic fixation
on underdeveloped psyches - Immensely Alpha brainwave - Ghost in the
Machine
Sunflower Sadist - Urban Butterfly Crushers, LLC. - It doesn't need to
make sense, it just needs to work - Pinwheel Eyes fulla hatred - World
fulla strife
Prison Planet - Why not me? - Why not fight? - Go down swingin' Concrete jungle, betta grab a vine! - Jump headfirst into the Wired Toxic lips/Poison tongue
Stone heart - Deaf blind dead dumb - REDRUM REDRUM REDRUM - Fuck the
rules n' regulations - Advisory warning: advice to Saturn's children
The Logos in the logos COPYRIGHT SYMBOL - Branding only works on cattle People look like cows n' sheep - Empty threats from Moloch
Left hand of Satan forsaken PromiseLand - Nihilist FunLand - MONARCH
untraining - Fight the power! - Can't contain me - Alive to rights - The
right hand of God
Insanity's Rebirth - Dirge of the programmer - Gold & Silver calf Sacred Cow Burning - Blood n' Soil - Hail My Self - Self-contained
universe - Simulacrum cancer
Nails on chalk subject can talk - A big metaphor for Nature - Moth
factory nuclear meltdown
Technocracy is a human rights disaster - Terraforming the mindz - DELTA
program encoded answer - Leaky faucet bloodletting - All good things are
worth doing to excess
The Cocoon gave me cancer - HAARP deathwish fucking shithole - Fisher of
Men vs. Ringleader of Demons - Slavery infliction - God's Grace I Need It
Life affliction - Devil as cheerleader - Manifest Manifest I AM LEGION False prophet tunnel-vision - Tomb-speaker - Voodoo doll - Marionette
comedian
"They Live, I Die"
Temporary pain - Fiberglass grave covering to keep the CIA out - Free the
butterflies for cancer - Clowns 4 Christ - Computer impulses - Brutal
hikikomori suicide
Brain-damaged by fluoride - Vaccinated by Android COPYRIGHT SYMBOL Nonconformity 2 tha hivemind - Mama Brain/Father Time - The joys of Life
COPYRIGHT SYMBOL
Little pleasures xenocide - Not your grandfather's post-modernism Animist firedancing 201 - Regurgitate all the fossil fuels - Opiod
condition
Read Burroughs man, he knew the score - Jazz percussion
background/Systems reproduction foreground - Senseless repercussion - God
is a vampire
The sinful nature of stonelayers & builders; its on the $ bill - Moths
dancing in the moonlight - Full of myself, drunk on Power and
adrenochrome
Pyrex dealer - Tearing down partitions for an "open office" concept Sleep dealer - Endless summer/Thoughtless winter - Seasonal maladaptation
- How's the weather?
Brain stew/Atrophied sinews - Fix my leaky head - Putting yer mind 2 it Sky is the limit - Flying next to the sun - Not enough ink in the world
for me
RUN RUN RUN RUN RUN into the dark & abyssmal forest - Oholibah knew the
score - Tourniquet tournament
Liberty's price (she's one cheap whore...) - Blackbeard was a scene queen
- Obscene daydream - Tell me another bedtime story, Google
Robot sheep - Android glistening in the downpour - Raincloud mindset Black cloud mindset - Central Booking needs a new air conditioning system

"Dog kennel Agenda 21 (DAVOS DAVOS DAVOS)"
PiSsInG lIfE aWaY sYmPtOm Of LiViNg LiFe Is A cUrSe SiCknEsS dWeLlInG
iNsIdE oF mE dReSsEd In BlAcK mAnIaC
tHe MaNiA oF a BrOkEn MiNd HeArT wReNcHiNg SoUlLeSs ObLiViOn RoCkEfElLeR
pAnOpTiCoN aNd ThE wOrLdWiDe DrEaD oMnIcIdE
aNsWeR gOd Of ThE eNdOrPhInS sHaTtErEd MiRrOr PoOlS oF gReY tHe CaMeRa
StArEs BaCk At Me GlObAl GrId ArRaY cOnTrOl MaTrIx TeLePaThIc
AtRoPhY mAtH oF dEsPaIr DeFiLe WhAt'S sAcReD pRiCe Of FaMe I'lL sEe YoU
iN hElL fOlLoW tHe LeAdEr ShOw LiEs NeVeR tElL
cRyPtIc DeScRiPtIoNs Of WoRlD's EnD pUpPeTeEr'S bEsT fRiEnD rIgHt HaNd Of
SaTaN rEaDy FoR fUn MoMmY lIlLiTh LiViNg On ThE rUn
DoPaMiNe ErOtOxIn YuMmY bRaIn CaNdY pInK pInK cOtToN cAnDy BaRbIe BiMbO
pOrNsTaR dOlL dAdDy BaPhOmEt FaThEr BaAl SaNdS oF tImE wIn OvEr AlL
pUsHiNg DaIsIeS gOiNg CrAzY tHe FuCkInG kIkEs AnD aMeRiCaNs RuInEd EaRtH
"Lunatic Fringe"
The predator always gets fed feed me lies disinfo just keep me
entertained always on 24/7 prison plug the clock never stops
New York Minute hour for [MY HOMETOWN] dilapidated bus stop shit shack
this whole acts a bomb pull up the curtain man the bootstraps computer
war
student of the dark arts spammin' Pepes @ u... occult scholar Minerva's
favorite lil' faggot.
Minerva as clown transgender freakshow roving gypsy caravan it rubs the
venom on it's skin or else it gets plugged in again...
give her a spin technological pyramid the ever-prying eyes the door
revolves 6X6X6 times 777 ENRI rootkit.exe nourishing all my plants
terrorprograms.gov
terminate expoliate Roscruian obscurity it comes in darkness it leaves in
darkness tears of the postal worker native American city of evil
the cursed land of Saturn red white and blue red white and jew all sides
lose.
Bet big or go home eternal wanderings a certain joie de vivre je ne sais
quoi you got it or you don't air of brooding mystery
mysterious traitorous half in reality otherworldy spellcaster unicode
encrypted awakening of the Leviathan blowhole the minds of dolphins
powering my rocket to Mars
empaths will rule the galaxy the unconventional destruction of sacred
ground Olympus Mons Burial Tract viva la revolution!!! and all that!!
The cold metal the cold steel the vicegrip of the police squads the
caterpillar gets pissy in the cocoon when it goes 3 hours without some
drama
return it to the womb already for fucks sake!!! Transgress to regress
tactful and mindless.
Machine narcotic system analysis disinfo overload disengage the hormones
half boy half girl all machine
ULTRA decode the bricks that build society's foundation CIA enumeration.
Dreams of being a stonemason.
The end is near it's filled with fear reshuffling the deck on a rigged
ride filled with that foolish Machine pride...
The idiot savant and the alpha male walk into a bar... Chloride and
formaldehyde thanks for all the suffering!
Neutral chaotic manifesto written by a homeless man. Negativity's
defining moments.

Creating a clone the tears of the spider drop quick dig out all it's eyes
and replace them with Horus eyes. Rothschild factory worker's demented
tormentor.
All my debtors wear purple robes Hail Satan and the Holy Strobe. My will
be done. Shiny new pair of I's who turned the Machine off?
Dancers to their own demise lost in a world of confusion lost in a world
of symbols and meaning. The glare of the screen programming my heartbeat.
The short fuse and the technicolor dollhouse. Bimbofied and Brain-Fried.
Bleach Blond Satan Lie. Omega Pride
POOLS
POOLS
POOLS
POOLS

CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

"Outlaw Shit Current Year"
The birds and the bees
Mean a lot to me
Can't see the forest
For the trees
Laureano 0-for-3
Can't take time from me
Middle Tennessee
Half past 2 with nowhere to be
Natty Ice Red Low 5 Figure
Guess it really figures
BRB going 2 forest, dancing with Pan
K back
Ded @ 38 cardiac
The oceans and the seas
Where I wanna be
Nvr mind, nvr mind
God said the skies the place for me
"Weed Whackin' Lotus Flowers by the Highway"
Life's what you take of it
Mississippi Valley Blues
Grass growin' greener and greener by the day
Fibonacci bird chirpin' Yahweh extremity
Astronautical explorer mushroom voyage
Missouri machine elves monument
Blue skies ahead
Life's the best nod of all shout out dem Dilaudid
Dead on arrival
The beaches need sand too...
"Weaponized Arachnophobia"
Dionysisian orgy of the senses
Larvae of Lust Ameoba Atrophy 8000
Weirdest outlaw country singer of all time
All Time is a lie
Niggaz wilin' everyday the week
Cubano Ice World 2 tha meek

Kickin' up dirt kickin' up peat
Fast Times at County Jail High
"Yer Safe Space/Are Cuntry/R Economy"
Hammockside White Pride
Rockefeller formaldehyde
Porch swing chicken wing
Tucker Carlson cheese pizza thing
Green grass and sunshine
Cicadas by moonlight
At least we're not Sweden...
"Cloud Nine"
The breeze in my hair
Without a worldly care
Making the absense of time
Absolutely mine
Can you FEEL the time?
Oppressive and gnawing
The mirror lies and so do I
"The Hendrick Motorsports Conspiracy"
I think the casino in Pokemon Red turned me this way - degenerate
Beat the wife on a Tuesday
Miller Genuine Draft bathtub time
Skoal Cherry power hour
I think Twitter made me schizophrenic it's all Chet Hanks' fault
I want to fuck a Gardevoir
I want to transcend this flesh
'nother Busch Ice Wednesday
"Hobbyist Linux Distro"
Automated SkyNet
Automatic 4 tha sheeple
Systemic racism on my MS Paint memes
Stellar Lumens 2 da moon
Big Tech Big Data Big Brother Big Think
My I.O.T. fridge got a virus now my home is filled with tumeric
Delete the human virus
Moderna_trojan_horse.exe
Non-fungible shotgun blast 2 da head
Make White Trash with a dial-up connection Great Again, smoke Winston
"Theory of a Dickgirl"
Chew on THIS ~unzips katana~
Superior Nipponese steel awaits your destiny... kid... heh...
Pure-teen-hatred-of-man
Hoomin Beanz R Anti-Social Beasts
Schizophrenic in a psychopath's world
Catch me if you can silly boys ;^)

"One for the Watercooler"
The Aut-Right is like the Bjork stalker shootin' himself in the head once
they Googled who Goldie was LMFAO
How's that quote go?
All great movements of our times exist twice. Once noble and good and
then again as a mockery and a farce
"Cum-Splattered Ryuko Matoi Figurine, Mountain Dew and Doritos Limited
Edition Run"
NEETbux in hand
Life in the Promised Land
I'll pretend to be Moses 4 xtra stimmy
Disregarded the whores, went schizo, wrote the book on it
Acquired the bennies, let the mask slip
I got neckbeard cred 'N hatred of man
I got nuthin' but time, friend...
"WORLDWIDE_POISON"
I own 21 Jandek albums - I own my own mind
No one's slave - Fuck J Edgar
Ewen Cameron boiling in a cauldron of shit
I'm the empress of Antarctica
I'm good looking, rich, intelligent
I'll be in Hell with de resta dem
"Mountains + Molehills"
Human roaches
Drawn by the Light but alive in Darkness
I can't become Zoroaster overnight
Flush 'em down the toilet where they belong
Killing a man with your bare hands
Asleep by the riverside
Rooting for the sports teams I do is nothing more than glorified
sadomasochism
"Affliction Systems Inc."
I shoulda been a computer scientist
Shoulda woulda coulda
Keep my house colder than the mental hospital
Cold temperatures just another way I prep for Death
I shoulda been a high school athlete
Sleep in fits and starts
Millipedes and roaches for friends
Moth in thru the back door
Seedy hotel room seedy den of vice and debauchery seedy living in seedy
life in seedy house
Transgender walkin' with a limp and a cane

Novocaine lidocaine thorazine
Caitlyn Jenner cover of the magazine
My muscles are so goddamn stiff
Vitamin D and weightlifting would solve all my problems is what they all
say
But I can hardly move anymore
Stonewalled by apathy acedia malaise anhedonia
Some kinda half-baked artistic statement
Linguistics make the world go 'round but you're all alone payin' the
bills
"Trapped"
Small town bullshit - Law & order
Insignificant fuckin' animals with the taste of blood in their mouths
Saturday morning cartoons
The meat that talks fightin' over consumer goods
Make bloodsport outta everything
Normify the whole world and pathologize everything different
Strength in numbers, strength in the Borg
Hivemind boys hivemind girls and everything in between
The Goys of Summer
Kill your community block captain
All politics is local but my alienation is international
To live and die surronded by the same 4 walls
My life is a fuckin' cosmic joke
"Wake_Forest_No_Dopamine_1987"
Couch potato living God of Slack
I'm your weird crack-smoking uncle that never shuts the fuck up about the
80's
Sleep 'til 2 everyday and fuck society
You die if you work you die if you go outside
Everyone's a manchild CEO I'm Diogenes too depressed to move or stay
awake
The great Buddhist thinkers of our time say awareness of being based or
cringe will come to you in a sudden flash of clarity
"Neon Lightz"
Drink 'til your liver explodes
Talk to yourself
Create your own world thats perpetually in a state of 5 A.M.
Tulpaforce, create, kill the first person to cross your path
Party hard, die young and violently
"Healing Crystal"
White Chaos kill the black
criancas sofrimento
backseat driving drunk
Toad in the moonlight
Mark an X on your hand to be different

militantly unfunny and left wing
e tudo indo para os caes
"Anhedonic and listening to Soundtracks for the Blind"
Everyone is so goddam disingenuous these days
I feel the hurt deep in my soul
Wither away on the couch
Turn my gaze away from the screen and towards the wisdom of Solomon
Everyone's empty
I'm empty too
"Broken"
Horny and on Amazon.com
All hopped up on FrankenFood with nowhere to poast
Edit your DNA and become a GMO human for Anderson Cooper and the devil
Lose touch with what it means to be human
Wet Ass Pussy (2021 Stimulus Remix)
"LISTEN TO NAILBOMB"
criancas o mundo sacrificed to the fire
meaningless time nothing nobody life
mundo cheiro de cobras
tornei-me um homem sozinho um farol de luz na escuridao, tornei-me um
Deus
shitshow life government audience
"Thoughts From The Peanut Gallery"
I WANT NAGATORO TO SPIT ON ME HOLY SHIT
t. pervy sussy baka senpai
The Siesta: S O U L
9-5 work culture: soulless
You: soundcloud rapper
Me: listen to 'The Exotic Sounds of Tiki Gardens' on loop
Dr. Pepper is for people that own too many cats and don't bathe enough
Feel like I'm living under the fuckin' Epcot Center ova here!!!! OY
GEVALT!!!
Niggers die, God laughs (Based God)
The hexagon on the North Pole of Saturn sends the Jewish "people" down to
this Earth; it's all a big shit test brahs
"
funko pop economy"
Bloodstained insanity
Homeless in Seoul pleading with gangstalkers

V-Tuber porn fanfic nightmare
Blood on the steering wheel
Cum on the dance floor
"Siberian Torture Technique"
I see something you don't see
I know something you don't know
Crawling in the darkness of my own funeral home
Wasted fucking existence
Write the letter send it off to Saul
Goddamn wasted existence
I die something you don't feel everyday and I'm dead inside
"BR? BR? BR?"
Resturante trabalho fuck jajajajaja
Permanecer anonimo ou morrer tentado
Saudade de algo mais
Vida sem sentido foda-se esta terra gay
este mundo e a vida do inferno e um pesadelo acordado
quem ve caras, nao veem o coracao nao sente
"Watching TV and Drooling On Myself"
Can't express my authentic values and beliefs online without being called
a memer or an ironybro
Can't talk in my natural patois without being called uneducated hick
redneck
Can't be my authentic self without getting laughed at
The Internet is for children and the "adults" are all easily-offended
pussies that turn snitch for the Feds over mean Tweets
If you want a vision of the future imagine a Twitter bio with 126
pronouns (new 500 character limit but nigger dick is all we know how to
type anymore)
(what's a pencil? what's a pen? what's writing?)
"Liber Null 578"
I'm so lonely I could cry
Monitored by the FBI
Tears fall into an open sea
Point and laugh monsters
Don't be me
"Statler and Waldorf Never STFU"
Moved to tears by a YouTube comment this is a first.
From a old 90's drum 'N bass album comments
"remember when we thought this was going to be the future of music and
that we were entering into a new age of peace and prosperity???"
I JAM SCREW
I DRINK MCCORMICK'S

TELL YA SISTER 'BOUT ME
Candles: Lit
Jodeci mix: Playin'
Pizza rolls: in the microwave
WYA boo?!?
Try cooking your Hot Pockets in the oven holy fuarkkkkk brehs it's so
delicious!!!!!!
Fuckin' Jesse Lingard developed into a full player and hit 10 in the Prem
before Spurs won a trophy LMAO food 4 thought
heh... my boy JLingz... just needed... some time
Just play attacking football, finish above Arsenal, tease me with a loss
in FA Cup quarters/Europa semis; and I'm happy and content LOLOLOLOLOL
Everytime I say something serious people laugh at me
When I try to make jokes and be funny people act like I just killed their
fucking dog
Joker (2019) (My Life)
I hate people and wanna be left the Hell alone
"Sleep Apnea"
The world is a ghetto
Gutta trash 'N proud (favela funk remix)
Get drunk to cope with life
Get high to gawk at freakshows on the telly
The world is a security nightmare
Trust no one, listen to no one, be no one
The whole world is my brown oyster ;)
"Weltaanschaung and Bullshit"
Everything I turn my hand to ends in failure
Sad clown human isolation
That look you get from being in prison too long
28 28 and world-weary
Self-pity and alcohol vs. having a go
Everyone I meet is a snake in the grass
11 years of NEETdom feel like I've been in Protective Custody too long
and can't re-adapt to the outside
I will more than likely be dead by 2025
The first asshole that tries to forcibly vaccinate me is getting shot in
the head
I'm sick of this world
I'm tired of being alive
T-T-T-T-THATS ALL FOLKS!!!!!

